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uced the notion of M-spaces in connection with 
the problem of cb cterizing a. space whose product. with any metric 
sparse is Iormal. S’nce then, man ‘nteresling results have been ob- 
tained b \~r many matherr; aticians. e would hke to give a survey on 
these results. 
It is assumed that spxes are T1-spaces, maps are continuous maps, 
and “patacompac Garaeompact 
. We shall begin wit : the definition of M-spaces. 
on [ 2 11. A qpace % is called an M-space i:f there is a narmal 
sequence ( l.Ii} 0 n coverings of X satisfying cofadition (M) below. 
creasing sequence of non-emp!;y closed :subsets of 
, Ui), then Ki # Q). 
[2 1:) . A space X is an M-space (resp a paracompact A 
s a quasi-perfect (reqx perfect) map 
from X onto a metrx space. re a map f : X -+ Y is called a perfect 
(resp. quasi-perfect) map iff ;s closed, onto and if f-l (v) is compac 
(resp. cou 1:~ cournpactj foI each point J of Iy. 
Thus, metric spaces and colntably co 
an ara zom~~act sp xe X whi dh is 6, in 
I-spaces are as fo 
act 
3. Let f . X + Y be a quasi 
Y. If Y is an -:pace, so is X. 
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case where f is perfect and X is aracompact, a established gener~~lly 
hii [ 131 and also by s is a ;olution to a prob 
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. X is a paracornpact M-space if and o 
sed subspace ( the product of a me 
compact IIausdorff space (Nag 
only if X is homeo- 
mor$+ to the 1 spaces with perfect 
maps as bonding maps (= rejection maps). (The “only if’ part is due 
s that every M- 
erties similar to those of metric 
(y) below: 
(7) Any counta ly compact closed subset K of X has the property 
that K i( Z is countabiy compact for every countably compact space Z. 
As for metrizaMit%r of -sp;aces we state here the following theo- 
rems; for further results*cf. Borges [ 31, Ishii [ 151 . 
leore (Okuyama [3Q]9 Borges [ 361). X is metrizable i:f and 
only if X is a paraconnpact N-space such that the diagonal of X >(: X ia 
% l 
lea 2 (Filinpov [ 71). X is metrizable if and only if X is a pa- 
racompact M-space with a point-countable basis. 
.3 (Nagata [ 281). X is metrizable if and onRy if it is a para- 
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ny two dissitinct points x, y of X there is V E 8 with 
everall spaces are related to M-spaces. 
ly compact) set C 
(resp. k-space) if and only if is a quotmt space of a regular (resp. 
condition (q) below: 
(q) Ifx,EN,,i= 1, 2 .**9 t3l the sequence {Xi) haS at @ 
en the following theorem holds. 
.2. A regular slxxe X is a q-space if and only if 
(ii X is the jimage of an M-space under an open map (Nagata [263 ), or 
(ii) X is the image of a ref:ularM-space under an almost open 
ere, according TV Vopenka [ 341, a ma f : X + Y is almost ooen 
if for any point :Y of Y there is a point x E f-l (vj having a basis U if 
open neighborhoods such th at f (u) is open in Y for each U E U . 
and only if 
A Hausdarff space X is of poini (vise countable type if 
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a forthcoming paper by Burke [ 43. Among many intere&g re 
obtained by tlx aut .ors mentioned a eve we state here only 
Let .f : X + Y be a closed onto map. If X is a 
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countably compact fbr 31 E Y, (Pshii [ E 63 )., 
wa; proved by Ca’$;nev [ 19f for the case of x being 
ilippov i.71 for X a paracompact M-space. 
7. Finally,_we sh 1 discuss briefly paracompactifications of 
(Raorita [ 23,241). Here spaces are assumed to be completely r
spaces. 
Let p(X) be the completion of an M-space X with respect o the 
finest uniformiP of X. Then p(X) is 2 paracompact M-space which we 
will call the paraccmpactification of X. Forj : X + Y there exists ’ 
A*) +!J( Y). Thus p defmes a covariarrt functor from the cats 
aces to the category of paracompact M-spaces. 
. If X, Y are M-spaces and f : X + Y is a quasi-perfect 
map, then p(f) : p(X) + p(Y) is a perfect map. 
et X X Y be an M-space. Then 
if and only if the product x E is countably co 
compact closed subset of X and ,nny countably co 
is an M-space and Y is a met:icz space or ai 
ere we mean by dim X the covering dirnensisn sf j3 
seems that this is the first x~sult assuring the validity of the product 
theorem on dimension fcr the case where % X Y is not assume13 40 be 
TiQl-ll-Nl. 
r Added ipr pruaof. Recently this prob lem has been solved in the negative by AK Steiner. 
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